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Abstract 

Citing practices have long been at the heart of scientific reporting, playing both socially and 

epistemically important functions in science. While such practices have been relatively stable over 

time, recent attempts to develop automated citation recommendation tools have the potential to 

drastically impact citing practices. We claim that, even though such tools may come with tempting 

advantages, their development and implementation should be conducted with caution. Describing 

the role of citations in science’s current publishing and social reward structures, we argue that 

automated citation tools encourage questionable citing practices. More specifically, we describe 

how such tools may lead to an increase in: perfunctory citation and sloppy argumentation; 

affirmation biases; and Matthew effects. In addition, a lack of transparency of the tools’ underlying 

algorithmic structure renders their usage problematic. Hence, we urge that the consequences of 

citation recommendation tools should at least be understood and assessed before any attempts to 

implementation or broad distribution are undertaken. 

 

  



Citing practices have long been at the heart of scientific reporting. They perform both socially and 

epistemically important functions, such as giving credit where credit is due and locating knowledge 

claims in the context of previous research. While research publication practices have witnessed 

substantial changes over the past decades, the very act and format of citing has remained relatively 

stable. Some innovations have emerged, most notably including the wide-spread usage of reference 

managing software, but these have primarily facilitated reference storage and formatting. However, 

attempts have recently been made to automate reference selection: novel tools are being 

developed that suggest relevant references to authors directly. As authors write claims or 

statements in their manuscript, these citation recommendation tools suggest literature to back-up 

these claims in real time. At first glance, these may seem truly convenient tools that could alleviate 

authors’ tasks of managing, sorting and selecting appropriate references. However, we argue that 

the use of such tools also has likely detrimental implications that raise serious concerns about how 

they affect credit allocation and support knowledge claims.  

1. Citation recommendation tools 

Traditionally, researchers draw the references in their manuscripts from a personally collected set of 

papers, once kept in paper records or logbooks, but today usually stored in citation management 

tools. These catalogues contain articles the authors know from previous work, have encountered by 

chance, or have been collected systematically through search engines or bibliographic databases. 

These search engines are sometimes referred to as paper recommendation tools: based on specific 

search terms, the tools recommend relevant literature that covers these subjects. These papers are 

usually collected with the intention to subsequently be read, either in full or at least in part. In 

contrast, the aim of Citation recommendation tools is to automate citing during the writing process. 

They directly provide suggestions for articles to be referenced at specific points in a paper, based on 

the manuscript text or parts of it. These suggestions are based on the literature, or the tools’ 

coverage of the literature to be precise, rather than the researcher’s catalogue. This means authors 

can avoid cumbersome literature searches and can rely more on references suggested by these 

tools. While suggested papers can be similarly scrutinized as papers found through traditional search 

engines, citation recommendation tools create an obvious temptation to take short cuts. 

Additionally, whereas traditional search engines only provide articles covering similar topics as the 

entered search terms, citation recommendation tools aim to find exactly those articles that support 

a claim made by the authors. 

To provide these suggestions, the tools may use information of both the citing as well as the 

potentially cited document. This may include meta-information (title, authors, keywords, abstract, 

etc.), the document’s content, and the citation context. Färber and Jatowt (2020) provide a recent 

overview of the various tools that have been developed by now, including those developed by 

(Jeong, Jang, Park, & Choi, 2020) and Yang et al. (2018). The tools both differ in their input, their 

approach to finding relevant references (including topic modelling, neural network and machine 

translation approaches) and the datasets of potential references used (Färber & Jatowt, 2020). The 

tools are trained using existing pairs of citations and citation contexts: i.e. using large amounts of 

data on how authors have cited in the past trains the tools to recognize suitable references for newly 

written texts.  



Although the tools’ convenience and the extra alerts to relevant literature they provide may seem 

tempting, we argue that automated citation recommendation tools also threaten the quality of 

citing practices. We argue that they do so by indirectly encouraging perfunctory citation and 

amplifying existing biases, weakening the evidential and argumentative underpinning of papers and 

through the creation and amplification of skewed distributions of academic reward. As these tools 

encourage superficial citations, they implicitly shift the burden of assessing citations’ 

appropriateness to reviewers and, ultimately, readers. In addition, the opacity of the tools’ 

underlying algorithms makes it difficult for users and evaluators to access the tools’ accuracy and 

potential biases. 

Before we explain our objections, we first should clarify what we expect from proper citation 

practices and what we consider questionable citing practices. 

 

2. The role and functions of citing practices 

Citations are an indispensable part of scientific writing. While their role is complex, both with 

respect to the citing text and the cited document, citations play at least two major roles in scientific 

communication. First, they place knowledge claims in a context of previous research, showing the 

origin or building blocks of novel contributions to the literature. This is commonly referred to as the 

‘positivist’ approach to citations. Second, citations credit the researchers who produced these 

building blocks, constituting the main currency in the social reward system of science. This second 

function is sometimes referred to as the social constructivist approach to citations (Aksnes, 

Langfeldt, & Wouters, 2019). Both processes are complex, vary between research fields, and are 

open to contention. While the details of what is proper citing practice are negotiated in the daily 

operation of science, we can nevertheless identify general principles that emerge from the debate. 

The exact purpose of an individual reference in a paper can be hard to determine. Scholars in 

bibliometrics, originating with the development of the science citation index by Garfield in the 1960s 

(Wouters, 1999), have been trying to classify reference types and purposes for decades. These 

endeavours importantly include categorisations of citations already by Garfield (1977) and Small 

(1982). Garfield distinguishes between, among others, references that aim at: providing background 

reading, identifying methodology, paying homage to pioneers, identifying original publication, giving 

credit for related work, criticizing previous work, correcting a work, and substantiating claims. Small 

subsequently distils five exclusive categories of references in which the cited work is refuted, noted 

only, reviewed, applied, or supported. This somewhat resembles another influential categorisation 

of citation motives, as established by Moravcsik and Murugesan (1975). They dichotomously 

distinguish between perfunctory vs. organic references; conceptual vs. operational references; 

evolutionary vs. juxtapositional references; and confirmative vs. negational references.  

Importantly, scholars have pointed out that motivations to cite a specific article in a particular 

citation context can be multiple, ranging from substantive epistemic reasons, to more socially 

informed motivations, including a desire to boost a particular author’s, journal’s or institute’s 

citation count. The role that citation counts play in recognition and reward structures, makes citing 

practices particularly susceptible to such socially motivated reasoning or even outright gaming 

(Aksnes et al., 2019; de Rijcke, Wouters, Rushforth, Franssen, & Hammarfelt, 2015; Garfield, 1982), 



where citations on the one hand are selectively directed towards oneself or preferred authors, and 

on the other hand one refrains from (correctly) citing opponents. Commentators have long since 

pointed out that the use of citation counts in academic reward structures is problematic (Aksnes et 

al., 2019; Bornmann & Daniel, 2008; D. Hicks, Wouters, Waltman, De Rijcke, & Rafols, 2015). 

However, despite some reforms currently aiming to shift the focus in such reward and recognition 

structures (e.g. VSNU, NFU, KNAW, NWO, & ZonMw, 2019), citations keep playing a crucial role in 

measuring reputation both for individual researchers, as well as on aggregate levels of journals or 

institutions. 

The aforementioned selective citation practices do not only distort reward structures, but can also 

complicate the epistemic evaluation of the citing text by readers. Support for claims can be inflated 

through selective citation, such as by citing only supportive literature while ignoring opposing views, 

misrepresenting either side of the debate, or even citing authority figures in support of claims they 

never made. Whilst this might make an article more persuasive or less complicated to read (by 

simplifying the narrative), it also distorts any conclusions that will be drawn, especially by readers 

that are not subject-matter experts, such as students, policy-makers and researchers from other 

subject areas. This does not only apply to selective citation. Inadequate assessment of the literature 

might also lead to accidental citation of flawed, controversial or even retracted papers as if they 

present solid support. 

We could expect improperly cited references to be screened out during the review or publication 

process. However, editors and peer reviewers rarely dig this deep in the references. A careful check 

whether all cited works in fact support the claims made by the authors requires a herculean time 

investment, not only in reading the original but also in analysing how reliably the original actually 

supports the claim. The sheer fact that retracted papers can still be cited in later publications, as for 

example shown by van der Vet and Nijveen (2016) and Madlock-Brown and Eichmann (2015), 

already shows that such checking often simply does not occur. Researchers thus bear an epistemic 

responsibility to cite correctly and responsibly. Foregoing this duty shifts the epistemic burden of 

evaluating the support and context for their claims to reviewers and, in practice, readers. 

Hence researchers have a prime responsibility to guarantee reference quality and to follow norms 

and principles of good citation practices. These include, among others, appropriately crediting 

original, relevant sources, acknowledging the relevance of others’ work for your own (COPE Council, 

2019); accurately representing the scholarly literature, i.e. presenting supporting references that 

actually support the paper’s argument, and at the very least having read and understood the source 

(Penders, 2018; Rekdal, 2014; Trinquart, Johns, & Galea, 2016); and preferably also providing a 

context within which a reader can properly assess the warrant for claims made, e.g. by mentioning 

counter-arguments or possibly alternative perspectives.  

High ideals for citation practices are met with practical and social limitations. In theory, authors may 

have the responsibility to trace back the origin of every one of their claims to the original source, but 

in practice, time-constraints prohibit this for every single statement in their manuscript. For 

example, as Penders (2018) points out, word limits often force the writer to prioritize certain 

references, conflicting with the norm to properly embed an article in the broader literature. It is 

impossible for authors to read and reassess all previous research and for readers to digest such 

papers. 



Similar trade-offs occur when other citation norms are faced with the realities of research 

evaluation. We need to accept the argumentative nature of research papers, attempting to convince 

editors, reviewers and readers alike. Meanwhile, giving due credit to earlier formulations of the 

same idea or experimental setup can diminish perceived originality and thereby hurt one’s 

publication odds, which has led to phenomena such as the ‘Trojan citation’ that trivialises the 

original contribution (Shaw, 2016). Citing contradicting evidence can further decrease publication 

odds as they weaken one’s narrative, whilst critically engaging with other views will take up scarce 

room in manuscripts. In the worst case, critical engagement could even harm career opportunities – 

be it through substantive (e.g., being proven wrong) or social ramifications (e.g., lawsuits and 

bullying). The ‘publish or perish’-culture even incentivizes exerting less diligence in digesting the 

literature (e.g., Edwards & Roy, 2017), as closely reading and evaluating cited literature is not 

rewarded and its neglect not likely to be punished (Horbach, Aagaard, & Schneider, 2021). 

Citing practices can therefore never live up to an unrealistic standard of a complete, fair and 

systematic reassessment of all relevant prior research. Nevertheless, on the basis of Penders’ and 

COPE’s guidelines, we can articulate general principles for what we consider correct and 

questionable citations. Correct citations help locate the citing article in the argumentative context of 

previous research, acknowledge the relevance of these past efforts, correctly reflect the content of 

cited works, and, cumulatively, give a realistic overview of the current state of the literature. In 

contrast, questionable citations introduce vacuous, perfunctory, forced or even incorrect relations to 

previous research, falsely present flawed or controversial research as reliable, misrepresent or 

otherwise selectively describe (counter)evidence in cited articles; and, cumulatively, distort the 

current state of the literature. Proper citing practices thus also require a systematic assessment of 

the current state of the literature, even if concise; without this, one might accidentally engage in 

questionable citing. 

Essentially, our argument is that automated citation tools are likely to encourage such questionable 

citations. 

3. Questionable citations encouraged 

 

3.1. Perfunctory citation and sloppy argumentation 

We are concerned that citation recommendation tools will primarily provide affirmative citations 

and encourage perfunctory citing. In other words, they would encourage one or two of the citation 

categories identified by Garfield, Small and Moravcsik and Murugesan (as discussed in section 1). In 

fact, many of the currently developed tools indeed operate in this way, fundamentally only 

searching for references that can substantiate a given claim (Färber & Jatowt, 2020). While one may 

argue that this is not too dissimilar to how some researchers use currently existing bibliographic 

databases or literature search tools, the fact that citation recommendation tools seem to be 

inherently skewed towards affirmative references is worrisome. Many studies of citation practices in 

science have previously shown that negative citations are very rare and the large shares of 

references only have a loose, if any, relation to the citation context (Bordignon, 2020; Greenberg, 

2009; R. I. Leng, 2018). Citation recommendation tools also encourage the padding of reference lists 

with literature that may look authoritative, but does not necessarily support the argument.  In fact, 

they indirectly encourage authors to include references without reading the source by directly 



suggesting a fit with the claim being made, as opposed to previous and current literature search 

tools where authors can only assess such fit by themselves. Even if authors do take the time to 

assess this fit, the tool invites one to only review the suggested recommendations, rather than 

properly looking for literature systematically. The latter possibilities all allow a researcher to cut 

down on time spent surveying the literature. While we acknowledge that researchers may also use 

recommendation tools in more responsible ways, the current systemic pressures to publish and the 

general shortage of resources, may hence make it all too tempting for users to take the shortcuts 

provided by the tools. Therefore, we are concerned that – relative to existing tools and methods – 

these tools further encourage perfunctory references and discourage systematic, critical 

engagement with the cited literature. In turn, this can potentially distort the academic literature by 

reinforcing convenient assumptions. 

3.2. Affirmation bias 

Unfortunately, current referencing practices already constitute an affirmation bias, encouraging 

conformational evidence and downplaying contrary arguments (Bordignon, 2020). Focusing on 

convenient literature suggestions risks increasing this bias. In fact, many of the currently developed 

citation recommendation tools, have at their core a model that provides references to substantiate a 

claim made by the authors (Färber & Jatowt, 2020) and are hence fundamentally less likely to 

provide negational references. In addition, some tools use the information of bibliographic networks 

to give the most suitable recommendations: research that is being cited by similar papers. Even 

though such citation networks might reach into various fields, especially when covering 

interdisciplinary research topics (e.g. C. C. Hicks, Fitzsimmons, & Polunin, 2010; Stopar, Drobne, Eler, 

& Bartol, 2016), the tools direct attention away from research from other communities. Even if such 

communities can span multiple disciplines, the tools may narrow the attention. Furthermore, if the 

citation recommendation tool in question (partially) relies on textual similarity, it is more likely to 

recommend papers that use similar jargon, which can also strengthen an ‘inward’ bias. Besides, as 

recommendation tools are being trained on past citation behaviour, they generally run the risk of 

amplifying citation biases by encouraging references to positive findings, published in high impact 

venues, or originating from high reputation institutes or authors (Aksnes et al., 2019; Eagly & Miller, 

2016; G. Leng & Leng, 2020). The tools’ developers’ and proponents’ claim that they suggest 

overlooked research, but we therefore argue the tools are at least as likely to skew attention, 

potentially even introducing wholly new or strengthening existing biases.  

 

3.3. A new Matthew-effect 

Since automation relies on algorithmic suggestions, and since these algorithms simplify the search 

work, they will lead to inflated citations: references most easily picked up and suggested by the 

automated tools will disproportionally attract citations, compared to others. Recommendation tools 

are inherently conservative, as they are trained with data from the past (Checco, Bracciale, Loreti, 

Pinfield, & Bianchi, 2021). This inevitably sustains and amplifies visibility biases. For example, papers 

with characteristics associated with high citation counts, such as papers in reputable journals, or 

papers from the Global North (Aksnes, 2005), may be benefited by recommendation tools. In 

contrast, articles from countries historically under-represented in the scientific literature or from 

recently emerged journals, may be disproportionally disadvantaged by recommendation tools. In 



any case, the current tools will mainly, or even only provide English language articles, hence 

strengthening the existing bias towards the Anglo-Saxon literature, at the expense of literature 

written in other languages. In addition to skewing epistemic attention to particular claims, these 

tools therefore also run the risk of magnifying inequalities in the attention and reward economy of 

science. 

3.4. Lack of transparency 

Suggesting proper citations based on manuscript text is a complex task. It requires that the topic 

and/or argument are identified based on an analysis of the natural language, metadata, and/or 

citations used in the text. These have to be interpreted as indicators of the epistemic domain to 

which a paper relates. This has important consequences. First, the complexity of algorithms used in 

such recommendations will require considerable investments in their development and 

maintenance. Hence their successful development will have to depend on a realistic business model, 

most likely a commercial one. How can the neutrality of recommendation tools be guaranteed if 

their algorithms, as with tech companies, become trade secrets in order to protect the business 

model? Without guarantees for neutrality, the business model may succumb to temptations to 

favour certain search results. The current practice of some publishers to recommend related papers 

next to their published articles exclusively from their own journals, to boost citation scores, is not an 

encouraging precedent. 

Second, even if an open source model can be developed, the necessary complexity of the algorithm 

will make it hard to understand how selection has taken place. Authors may get some idea of why a 

reference has been selected, but not why or how many others have been excluded. While 

researchers may be provided with a convenient reference, automated citation suggestions would 

not clarify what could have been suggested through a more systematic search. In contrast, at least 

some of the ordinary literature search engines entail a decent degree of transparency about how 

search results are produced. Partly, this may be solved by technical fixes to the tools, for instance 

through having them provide longer lists of recommendations, accompanied by some 

argumentation of why these articles were recommended. However, the fundamental issue of why 

others were neglected remains and subsequently gives rise to obscurity and potential bias. 

Third, as with popular search engines, there is a risk of opening a new front in the struggle for 

attention: new ways to game the system in the race for attention. Rather than to encourage access 

to a wider range of relevant literature, the complexity of these algorithms may offer opportunities 

for those who invest in understanding their logic to raise attention for their papers, further skewing 

the already warped attention economy of research. 

4. Conclusion 

We argue that citation recommendation tools should be implemented with caution. We 

acknowledge that the current academic publishing landscape, with enormous numbers of papers 

being published, calls for increased assistance to researchers in finding their way through the woods 

of potentially relevant papers. While conveniently assisting researchers in the daunting task of 

providing sufficient, relevant and accurate references, citation recommendation tools could, 

however, have profound impacts on the argumentative quality and the social reward structure of 

science. We see a considerable risk that they will amplify the prevalence and impact of questionable 



citing practices. Proponents and developers of citation recommendation tools may point out that it 

is up to researchers to follow citation norms, even though their product makes their violation so 

much easier. (To paraphrase a similar argument: reference tools do not produce questionable 

citations – scientists do.) However, we argue citation recommendation tools worsen the trade-offs 

between citation diligence and pressures of word limits, time limits and publication pressure. In their 

currently proposed format, they increase the temptation to cite what is convenient, already famous, 

or smartly advertised – even though they may indeed alert authors to some previously overseen 

research. While technical modifications may theoretically be possible to compensate for these 

negative incentives, we think they would disable the essential features of the convenience these 

tools propose. 

Rather than through alerts during writing, we expect researchers to look for literature more 

systematically before they design their research, let alone start writing. While citation 

recommendation tools may in fact constitute a way of being systemic, in their current format, they 

encourage post hoc and ad hoc reasoning instead of performing systematic assessments of prior 

knowledge. This may be particularly problematic for particular types of research, including 

hypothesis-testing research. More generally, the tools encourage a culture of ‘convenience’ and 

‘efficiency’ rather than ‘well-thought through’ and ‘slow science’. 

Encouraging sloppy citation practices puts a further burden on the reliability of the research 

literature and hence shift the work of its assessment even more to readers: it will be up to readers to 

assess whether the arguments and evidence presented in a paper are properly supported by diligent 

citation. Perhaps meticulous readers, the champions of slow science, are therefore a more 

meaningful audience than hurried authors. Reading recommendation tools that make room for 

contrary evidence, counter-arguments, and out-of-the-box connections (rather than to a publisher’s 

own journals) could present another avenue for development – even if this will run into similar 

complications. 

In conclusion, we argue that the consequences of citation recommendation tools should at least be 

understood and assessed before any attempts to implementation or broad distribution are 

undertaken. While we are unaware of figures regarding the current extent of usage of such tools, we 

aim to call for diligence and more empirical understanding of the tools’ functionalities before 

widespread implementation takes place. In fact, we hope that the emergence of citation 

recommendation tools can trigger what STS scholars have referred to as the Sailing Ship Effect 

(Ward, 1967): a reconsideration and improvement of current citation practices, which might in turn 

inform the development of more appropriate tools in the more distant future. It could be argued 

that the effects of citation recommendation tools remain to be seen in practice. However, we argue 

that the risks of these technologies warrant a more precautionary approach: let's not wait until the 

damage is done. 
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